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	Globalization of Financial Institutions: A Competitive Approach to Finance and Banking, 9783319011240 (3319011243), Springer, 2013

	This peer-reviewed volume from the Society for the Study of Business and Finance, discusses current issues in globalization and financial system from an international political and economic perspective. Contemporary instruments and actors in the global financial system are specially analyzed and the discussion of managerial and financial issues of the global financial strategies offers novelty to readers and researchers in the field.
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Learning from Data: Concepts, Theory, and MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007


	A learning method is an algorithm (usually implemented in software) that esti-

	mates an unknown mapping (dependency) between a system’s inputs and outputs

	from the available data, namely from known (input, output) samples. Once such

	a dependency has been accurately estimated, it can be used for prediction of future

	system...

		

Fundamentals of English Grammar (Black), Student Book Full (Without Answer Key), Third EditionPearson Education, 2002

	A classic developmental skills text for lower-intermediate to intermediate students of English, Fundamentals of English Grammar is a reference grammar as well as a stimulating and teachable classroom text. While keeping the same basic approach and material as in earlier editions, the Third Edition more fully develops communicative and...


		

Advances in Power and Control Engineering: Proceedings of GUCON 2019 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		The book features selected high-quality papers presented at the International Conference on Computing, Power and Communication Technologies 2019 (GUCON 2019), organized by Galgotias University, India, in September 2019. Divided into three sections, the book discusses various topics in the fields of power electronics and control...






	

The Photography Handbook (Media Practice)Routledge, 1999

	The Photography Handbook provides an introduction to the principles of photographic practice and theory and offers guidelines for the systematic study of photographic media. It explores the history of lens-based picture making and examines the mediums' characteristics, scope and limitations.


	Equipping the reader with a...


		

OGRE 3D 1.7 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Harnessing the power of an elaborate graphics engine, such as Ogre 3D is time-consuming, but a highly rewarding pursuit. Developers, over the world, attest to Ogre's elegance, versatility, and efficiency, not to mention that its code is open source and supported by a thriving online community. This book explores many useful and fun ways...


		

Achieving Service-Oriented Architecture: Applying an Enterprise Architecture ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete, comprehensive methodology and framework for adopting and managing a successful service oriented architecture environment


	Achieving Service-Oriented Architecture helps to set up an SOA Architecture Practice defining the policies, procedures, and standards that apply not just to IT developers but to the entire...
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